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Belated Merry Christmas, Happy holidays, Happy Hanukkah, Happy New Year and all the rest. This
month’s newsletter will, unfortunately, be somewhat shorter than usual as I was away for a bit of a
break during the holidays but, fortunately, had John from FOMLI committee island-sit during that time.
The absence of rain is certainly having an effect on the island, the grass is becoming yellow, the ground
is starting to crack, kiwi are appearing during the day trying to find food and I am getting scorched as
soon as I leave any shade. However, a recent catch of some of the island kiwi showed those we caught
were all in good condition so, at least some animals are managing to cope pretty well out there. Now,
without further ado, here is the latest news hot off the press.

Visitors and Volunteers
• Freddy Tito, joined by a filming crew from the Deaf Action Community, came over on a fine

Sunday morning to get some shots of and from the island and kiwi burrows and the team
conducted some interviews with Freddy and me. This is all for an upcoming documentary aimed
at educating kids about kiwi which will  feature Northland kiwi projects  including Limestone
Island and our role with the kiwi, so keep an eye out for this interesting documentary in the
coming months.

View from top of island looking down the harbour

• On Christmas Eve Kristen and Chris from Quarantine Island come over for a bit of a visit and
after a chat, enjoyed their time venturing around the island for a couple of hours.

• Russell and Kerry from Northpower and Hubands respectively came over to conduct a follow up
check on  our  brand spanking new power  system which was  operating  in  tiptop condition.
Russell is also in the process of creating a manual for Northpower and for FOMLI which will help
to explain how the system works. There was also talk of creating an online insert that we can
place on the Limestone Island website which will show a current live feed of things such as the
amount of output the solar panels are currently generating.

• Finn, a high school student working towards achieving a Duke of Edinburgh Award, stayed on
the island for a week as part of the requirement for his Gold level. His volunteer work which
included trapping, maintenance work, pest plant control and assisting with the removal of some
of the old fence batons was a welcome contribution.



• A small group from the Tai Tokerau Emergency Housing Charitable Trust came for a quick visit,
taking in the information about the old cement works on the South side of the island.

• Emma was back on the island with three separate groups of students from the Limestone Island
Rangers School Holiday Programme. They all had a blast doing lots of fun activities.

Flora and fauna
• Ahi Kaa Toa (our grey-faced petrel) has set sail  and taken to the skies. Not too long after

posting a video on our Facebook page Ahi Kaa finally left the burrow and headed out to sea.
Hopefully, we will see it again in a few years. A big thank you to all our volunteers who helped
Ahi Kaa fledge successfully.

• Multiple skinks have been noticed around the shed and near the Manager's house. Just to be
sure none of these were plague skinks, I placed a few gee minnow traps around the place
which should catch any lizards, and baited them with bits of tinned fruit I left out for a few
hours. On returning to check on them no lizards appeared to be present, however there were
plenty of ants! 

• I attended a bird first aid and necropsy course held at the Whangarei DOC office (thanks to
Ayla and Julia for inviting me) which was being hosted by DOC Vet Kate McInnes. We certainly
came out from the course knowing a whole lot more about how to tend to injured birds and
how to identify possible causes of death from deceased birds, which may come in handy for the
island. 

• Nathan Arcus, a mate of mine from the NRC, came over to the island to collect some seedlings
of a possible pest plant we believe to be Mediterranean hackberry - a plant that is not known to
be a pest around New Zealand. 

Trapping
• The trap catches have been a little bit slower this month, with only one rat being caught on the

island as well as the very odd mouse, However, Hayley has been catching plenty of rats and
even a stoat on the buffer zone.

• Unfortunately,  one of our stoat  traps on Rabbit  Island had been vandalised. Someone had
destroyed the wooden box and taken off with the 2 DOC 200’s that were inside.

Kiwi
• I was joined by Todd and Rolf on the evening of 22  January to go and

tag some of the kiwi on the island that were starting to get too big for
their boots. After starting out with adding a TP (a small microchip) to
one of Sir Ed's recently hatched chicks, we set off up the ridgeline and
had a good look around for some sneaky kiwi. On hearing some birds
but not seeing any, we carried on down to the cement works ruins where
we caught a bird lurking around the flax fields. While Todd and I were
processing  the  caught  bird,  Rolf  caught  Baldrick,  one  of  the  island's
resident birds who was doing well and was in good condition. The team
then set off to the six pack dam where we caught two more birds, one
inside a dried out dam and the other hanging around in the buffalo
grass.



• While Bernie was island sitting,  he caught another two birds,  one of  which being Sir  Ed's
offspring. 

• We will be releasing these birds into The Whangarei Heads on the 16th of February and will be
holding a kiwi Whakawatea outside of the Onerahi Boat club at 9am. Everyone is welcome to
attend. 

• In  other  kiwi  news,  Glenn  unfortunately  abandoned  his  nest  in  December  and  has  not
proceeded to start a new nest. This could be due to the high temperatures and lack of rain,
creating a reduction in food supply. 

Other Events
As mentioned in the December report, our Volunteer Day will be next Wednesday, 5 February.  Pick
up at 9 a.m. At the Onerahi jetty

All the Best
Darren

www.limestoneisland.org.nz


